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Introducing Plain Language – Liz 
Weintraub of AUCD



Key Definition: Plain Language  

•Communicating so that your audience

understands the information the first time 

they read or hear it (Plain Language Action 

and Information Network)



Key Definition: Easy Read 

•A method for making information easy to

understand using simple text, images, and

white space (Information Access Group)



Other Names for Accessible Writing 

•Simple English

•Words and Pictures

•Easy-to-Read

•Plain Writing

•Plain English



Why Use Accessible 
Writing? 



Accessibility is a Right

• Just like screen reader compatibility, captions on videos, 

and image descriptions, making your content 

understandable should be a key part of your access plan. 

• Article 9 (Accessibility) and Article 21 (Freedom of

Expression and Opinion, and Access to Information) of the

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 



Many People Benefit

• Some groups that benefit from plain language include: 

• People with intellectual and developmental disabilities

• People with learning disabilities

• English language learners

• People with limited access to education



It’s a Justice Issue

People with intellectual disabilities 

have had their experiences and 

knowledge invalidated. Historically, 

this invalidation has resulted in:

● Institutionalization

● Sterilization

● Loss of Agency



Gatekeeping Excludes People with 
IDD
• Tactics for invalidation: 

• Mental age attributions

• Reliance on certain degrees, job titles, or personal 

attributes for someone to be taken seriously

• Credibility established through writing or speaking in 

certain ways

• Disability service systems complex and difficult to navigate



Plain Language Helps Us 
Achieve “Nothing About 
Us Without Us” 



Some Key Characteristics 
of Accessible Writing



Simple Sentence Structure

• Single Clause: I went to the store. 

• Basic Compound: I went to the store, but I did not buy 

anything. 

• Basic Complex: Yesterday, I went to the store. 



Active Tense with All Information
Included
•Don’t write this: Follow the directions that are 

given.

• We don’t know who is giving the directions!

• Instead write: Follow your supervisor’s 

directions. 



Remove Jargon and Explain 
Important Terms and Ideas
• From the Plain Language Version of Emily Ladau’s

Demystifying Disability:

• Ableism means treating disabled people worse than people 

without disabilities. 

• Something caused by ableism is ableist.  



Use Bulleted Lists 

• Instead of: I bought pears, apples, and mangoes. 

• I bought:

• Pears

• Apples

• Mangoes



Avoid Unclear Antecedents 

• When using words like this, it, he/she/they, that, etc. make sure it’s clear 

what word they are referring to. 

• My family visits our new neighbors. They are nice. 

• Does “they” refer to “my family” or “our new neighbors”? 

• My family visits our new neighbors. My family is nice. 

• When in doubt – repeat yourself! 



Test Readers and Knowing Your 
Audience
• Test readers are people in the community you are writing for. 

• They can review your writing and give you feedback on how to 

improve it. 

• Test readers are crucial for making sure your writing is doing 

what it is supposed to. 



Formatting

•Text size 

•Font

•Margins

•Contrast

•Paragraph Length



Using Images
• Not decorative!

• Have one image per sentence/idea

• Organizing in a table can help make 

relationship clear

• Can use icons, photos, or 

illustrations 

I live in my own house.

I do my own shopping. 

I pay my own bills.



What Plain Language is NOT

• Censoring content

• “Dumbing” things down

• Automatically shorter than the original 

• A universal accessibility solution 

• The automatic preference for people with intellectual 

disabilities



Questions to Ask When Beginning to 
Write in Plain Language 
• Who is my audience? 

• What are the most important terms and ideas? 

• What prior knowledge is needed to understand these

terms and ideas?



Examples



ProPublica 
State of 
Denial 
Series 



State of Denial Series Example
O R I G I N A L  T E X T

• Kyra is autistic and profoundly deaf. 

She was born premature at about 27 

weeks, just a little over two pounds, 

which has impacted pretty much 

everything: eyesight, hearing, digestion, 

sleep patterns. A strong tremor in her 

hand makes it impossible for her to use 

American Sign Language. Her parents 

think she recognizes a couple dozen 

signs. 

P L A I N  L A N G U A G E

• Kyra is autistic and deaf. She was 

born early. She was very small 

when she was born. She has 

trouble seeing, hearing, eating, 

and sleeping. Her hand shakes

so she does not do sign 

language. Her parents think she 

knows some signs. 



Sex 
Education 
for People 
with IDD 
(NCIL)



Demystifying 
Disability by 
Emily Ladau



The Right to 
Make 
Choices 
(ASAN)



McSweeney’s Audio Issue Editor’s Note
O R I G I N A L  T E X T

• In this box you’ll find books and booklets, 

posters and pamphlets, a lantern, a scroll, 

and a keychain with a phone number on it that 

we highly suggest you call. Each of these 

pieces establishes its own relationship 

between print and audio—the contributor’s 

unique experiment in weaving the mediums 

together. Some move back and forth between 

sound and printed matter; for others, you 

experience both simultaneously. We 

recommend you keep the audio site open on 

your phone or computer as you explore the 

issue, and encourage (beseech!) you to listen 

with headphones.

P L A I N  L A N G U A G E

• This issue of McSweeney’s is an 

experiment. This issue comes in a box 

full of papers and things. Each piece 

in the issue puts reading and listening 

together in different ways. The best 

way to enjoy this issue is to keep the 

website open as you read. This is so 

you can play the sound as you look 

through the box.



Tools and Resources



Guides for Plain Language and Easy 
Read 

• One Idea Per Line: A Guide to Making Easy Read 

Resources (Autistic Self-Advocacy Network)

• Am I Making Myself Clear? Mencap’s Guide for 

Accessible Writing (Mencap)

• Information for All: European Standards for 

Making Information Easy to Read and Understand 

(Inclusion Europe)

• Plain Language Guidelines (Plain Language

Action and Information Network)



Word Choice Tools 

• Thesaurus

• Lists of most common English 

words

• Up-Goer Five Text Editor (1000 

most common English words)  



Readability Checkers

• Can be used to check on how to improve a 

translation.

• Should not be used as the sole tool or metric

for the quality of plain language

• Based on algorithms measuring syllables per 

word/sentence or word choice. 



When Simplification “Rules” Make 
Things Harder to Understand

• Sometimes, the suggestions from 

readability checkers don’t make things 

clearer

• They are based on mathematical equations 

and not lived experience

• If the suggestion doesn’t make sense, 

ignore it! 

• Remember that test readers are the best 

way to ensure your meaning is clear



Images and Illustrations 



Let’s Try It Out!



Overview of the ADA (National ADA 
Network)

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became law in 

1990. The ADA is a civil rights law that prohibits discrimination 

against individuals with disabilities in all areas of public life, 

including jobs, schools, transportation, and all public and 

private places that are open to the general public. The 

purpose of the law is to make sure that people with disabilities 

have the same rights and opportunities as everyone else. The 

ADA is divided into five titles (or sections) that relate to 

different areas of public life.



My suggestion

The Americans with Disabilities Act is a law. It is also called the ADA. 

The ADA protects people with disabilities from discrimination. Discrimination 

means being treated unfairly. 

The ADA makes sure everyone has the same rights and chances in life.

The ADA has five sections. It covers:

• Jobs

• School

• Transportation

• Any place that is open to the public



Takeaways

• Accessible writing means that more people have access to the

same information.

• Writing things accessibly gives people with IDD more 

opportunities to self-advocate and contribute to the 

conversation. 

• Working with your target audience is the best way to make sure 

your communications are clear and understandable. 



Questions?

Becca Monteleone

Disability Studies Program, University of Toledo

Rebecca.Monteleone@utoledo.edu


